ABSTRACT

Modern smartphones contain many hardware and software sensors, with numerous additional sensing capabilities scheduled to be added in future iterations of the hardware and Android framework layer. This comes as no surprise as sensing is a crucial aspect of most Android applications. Unfortunately, the Android framework provides few guarantees on the delivery of sensor data to applications that require it. Similarly, the Android specification does not provide much in terms of configuration, making its programming model difficult to utilize in more traditional real-time contexts.

In this paper, we examine the Android’s sensor architecture in detail and show why it is not suitable for use in a real-time context. We then introduce the re-design of the sensor architecture within RTDroid, illustrating how the RTDroid approach can provide real-time guarantees on sensing applications. We then introduce real-time extensions to the Android manifest that enable real-time sensing application writers to express static configuration requirements, using jPapaBench as our motivating example. Finally, we experimentally show that our re-designed sensing architecture can provide predictable performance for jPapaBench with memory- and computation-intensive background workloads.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most Android based smartphones come equipped with a number of hardware and software sensors, including sensors for motion measurement, orientation detection, as well as environmental monitoring. Android provides OS-level and framework-level support for sensor event gathering, fusion, and processing. This well-established sensor architecture makes Android a robust platform for sensing applications. Indeed, many Android applications rely and utilize the sensors.

There has been much recent interest in exploring the addition of real-time features into Android [9, 14, 27, 28]. Many of the proposed uses of a real-time capable Android system are in the consumer healthcare electronics market segment [1, 3, 4, 5] and rely on Android’s sensing architecture as a core component of the application. To apply Android to such setting, real-time guarantees must be provided in the framework layer, virtual machine, and the operating system. It is also important to consider how suitable Android’s sensor architecture and its associated APIs are to developing real-time sensing applications.

In this paper, we present a deeper study in Android SensorManager, and explain why Android’s SensorManager is not suitable in a real-time context. Then, we discuss our re-designed sensor architecture within RTDroid [27, 28], and summarize the design decision we make in our re-design. Finally, we demonstrate how to port jPapaBench into RTDroid as a sensing application, and the evaluation result of jPapaBench with RTDroid. In addition, we also define real-time extensions of the Android manifest for streamlined development of real-time sensing applications on RTDroid and provide more information on how the Fiji compiler [20, 21] pre-allocates basic application constructs. It is also a prerequisite to supporting runtime invocation of the components callback function with restrict timing predictability.

Specifically, the contributions of this paper are:

- The design and implementation of real-time capable, Android compliant sensor architecture in the context of RTDroid. We show that Android’s stock sensor architecture configuration is not suitable for certain classes of real-time applications and how we re-design the architecture to make it predictable.
- The design and implementation of a static configuration mechanism, allowing an application to provide a specification for the sensor architecture.
- A detailed evaluation of the performance and predictability characteristics of our proposed sensor architecture.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we discuss Android’s sensor architecture and detail its limitations. We then introduce a re-design for a real-time capable sensor architecture in the context of RTDroid in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss
how we extend the Android manifest to include static configuration of real-time sensing applications. In Section 5, we demonstrate our evaluation results using jPapaBench [13]. Related work is discussed in Section 6. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

2. Background and Limitations

This section provides an overview of Android sensor support. We first discuss what types of sensors are available on Android. We then summarize how Android handles these sensors. We do this in a top-down fashion, starting with how Android provides sensor access to its apps. We then describe the internals of Android’s sensor architecture and discuss the limitations of the current architecture in a real-time context.

2.1 Sensors in Android

There are three major types of sensors that Android supports. The first type is motion sensors that measure the acceleration and rotation of a device, e.g., accelerometers and gyroscopes. The second type is environmental sensors that give the information about the surrounding environment of a device. Examples include barometers, thermometers, and photometers. The third type is position sensors that provide positional information for a device, such as orientation. These include orientation sensors and magnetometers.

The sensors can also be categorized into hardware sensors and software sensors. Hardware sensors correspond to physical hardware. Software sensors are those that exist purely in software and fuse sensor readings from hardware sensors. On Nexus S (our experimental device), there are 6 hardware sensors and 7 software sensors provided by Android 4.2.

2.2 How an App Uses Sensors in Android

Android apps use a set of sensor APIs to receive sensor readings. These APIs can be categorized into two types—event handlers and registration/deregistration calls. The first type, event handlers, is essentially callback methods that apps implement. Android defines two event handlers, onSensorChanged and onAccuracyChanged. onSensorChanged is called when a sensor reports a new value. onAccuracyChanged is called when a sensor’s accuracy changes. Android defines these event handlers as an interface called SensorEventListener. Fig. 2 shows a code snippet that implements SensorEventListener.

The second type, registration/deregistration calls, is provided by an Android framework service called SensorManager. An Android app retrieves a handle to this service first, and uses the handle to make registration or deregistration calls for its event handlers. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2 by the constructor code.
After an app completes the registration of sensor event handlers, the Android platform starts delivering sensor events to the app. For example, if an app registers a onSensorChanged handler, then the Android platform calls the event handler whenever there is a new sensor reading. We further discuss this delivery mechanism below.

### 2.3 Sensor architecture in Android

Android has a specialized software stack for sensor support. This stack involves four layers—the kernel, HAL (Hardware Abstraction Layer), SensorService, and SensorManager. Fig. 1 shows a simplified architecture.

#### 2.3.1 Kernel

The bottom most layer, the kernel layer, enables raw hardware access. Android uses Linux as the base kernel and most of the mechanisms that Android uses for sensor support come directly from Linux. Namely, Android uses Linux’s input subsystem (/dev) for sensor devices. Hardware sensors are registered as input devices (often using the standard I2C bus). Raw sensor data access is possible through the /dev file system (/dev/input/eventX); a user-space process can access it through POSIX system calls such as open() and read(). Internally, the kernel stores all the sensor data for a sensor in a circular buffer. From the kernel’s point of view, a sensor is just an input device; hence, every time a sensor produces a new value, the kernel reads it and stores it in the corresponding circular buffer. This means that the kernel driver is largely application-agnostic. Even if there is no process to consume any sensor data, the kernel reads all sensor updates.

#### 2.3.2 HAL

The next layer is HAL (Hardware Abstraction Layer), which is a user-space layer that defines a common sensor interface for user-space processes. This layer hides vendor-specific details and hardware vendors must provide the actual implementation underneath the abstraction. This vendor-provided implementation essentially maps the HAL abstract interface to the device driver hardware interface for each sensor. HAL is loaded into a user-space process as a shared library.

#### 2.3.3 SensorService

The next layer, SensorService, uses HAL to access raw sensor data. This layer is in fact part of a system process that starts from system boot time. The main job of this layer is two-fold. First, it re-formats raw hardware sensor data using application-friendly data structures. Second, it fuses readings from multiple hardware sensors to generate software sensor data. Thus, this layer enables complete sensor access for both hardware and software sensors.

In order to accomplish this, SensorService polls each sensor through HAL. Within SensorService, the SensorDevice class represents each sensor whether it be a hardware sensor or a software sensor. The SensorFusion class is a helper class for software sensors that fuses multiple hardware sensor readings to generate software sensor data. All sensor data is made available to the next layer, SensorManager, through SensorEventConnection, which provides a channel for sensor data access.

#### 2.3.4 SensorManager

SensorManager is an Android library linked to each app at runtime. As mentioned earlier, it provides registration and deregistration calls for app-implemented event handlers. Once an app registers an event handler, SensorManager’s SensorThread reads sensor data from a SensorService. A SensorEventQueue is a buffer that holds sensor data pulled from the SensorService. The communication between SensorManager and SensorService takes two forms; an inter-process communication mechanism of Android called Binder, and a domain socket. Binder is used for communicating commands; a domain socket is used for data transfer.

### 2.4 Limitations

The current Android sensing architecture does not provide predictable sensing for two primary reasons. The first reason is that Android does not have any priority support in sensor data delivery. As mentioned earlier, all sensor data delivery follows a single path from the kernel to apps, going through various buffers such as SensorEventQueue. Thus, even when there are multiple threads using a sensor having differing priorities, the sensor delivery mechanism makes no distinction between delivery to higher-priority threads and delivery to lower-priority threads.

The second reason is that the amount of time it takes to deliver sensor data is unpredictable. This is because the current Android sensor architecture relies heavily on polling and buffering to deliver sensor data. This happens at all layers—the kernel, SensorService, and SensorManager—and each layer pulls sensor data periodically from the layer underneath it and buffers the data.

### 3. DESIGN DECISIONS

We solve the two problems we discovered by re-designing the sensor architecture in Android. Our re-design is essentially an event-driven processing architecture that supports prioritization. Similar architectures have been proposed for high-performance Web servers [17, 26], but we have additional prioritization support built into the architecture. Fig. 3 depicts our design.
3.1 Event-Driven Architecture

An event-driven design means that each layer in our architecture pushes data to the layer directly above it. This is different from the current Android since each layer in Android pulls data from the layer underneath it. We use this architecture since it makes it easier to prioritize sensor data delivery based on the priorities of receivers, i.e., app threads (as we detail in Section 3.2).

This push mechanism is implemented by thread notification. As we show in Fig. 3, each layer either has a single thread or a set of threads that process sensor data. When a thread in any layer is done with its processing, it notifies a thread in the layer above it. This chain of thread notification ends in the top-most layer, where an app’s sensor event handler is called and executed.

The threads in each layer are specialized for different tasks. The bottom-most layer has one polling thread that pulls data out of the kernel periodically. Just like Android, this data is in a raw format and needs to be re-formatted using application-friendly data structures. For this purpose, the polling thread pushes the raw sensor data to the next layer.

The next layer has a pool of processing threads and we dedicate one processing thread for each sensor type. Each of these processing threads implements the same functionalities found in SensorService of the original Android architecture. This means that a processing thread for a hardware sensor re-formats the raw data using application-friendly data structures. A processing thread for a software sensor fuses multiple hardware sensor data and generate software sensor events. Once the data is properly generated and formatted, a processing thread notifies a thread in the next layer in order to actually deliver sensor data to apps.

The top-most layer has a pool of threads that deliver sensor data to apps. This layer relies on RT Looper and RT Handler described in our previous papers [27, 28]. The reason why we use RT Looper and RT Handler instead of regular threads is to reuse the original SensorManager code in Android and preserve the semantics of the original Android. SensorManager in Android uses Looper and Handler to execute event handlers; since our RT Looper and RT Handler are drop-in replacements for Looper and Handler that provide real-time guarantees, we can mostly reuse the existing code from Android to execute event handlers.

3.2 Receiver-Based Priority Inheritance

In addition to our event-driven re-design, we add priority support. Our goal is to avoid having a single path of delivery for all sensor data as Android does. For this purpose, we create a dedicated, prioritized data delivery path for each thread that registers a sensor event handler.

More specifically, consider a case where an app thread of priority \( p \) registers a sensor event handler for a particular sensor, say, gyroscope. In our architecture, this priority is inherited by all threads involved in delivering gyroscope sensor data to the thread, i.e., an RT Looper, an RT Handler, the processing thread for gyroscope, and the polling thread. Since we create one processing thread per sensor and multiple app threads might want to receive data from the same sensor, a processing thread can be involved in delivering sensor data to multiple app threads. In this case, the processing thread simply inherits the highest priority.

Overall, our event-driven architecture with priority inheritance effectively creates a dedicated, prioritized path for each thread that registers a sensor event handler.

4. REAL-TIME MANIFEST EXTENSION

Essential properties and behaviors of an Android application are defined by a declarative manifest and a collection of resources. These items define the capabilities of the application, permissions it requires to function, mappings between logical identifiers and user interface (UI) elements such as character strings and bitmaps, and mappings between UI components and the source methods that implement their behaviors. The primary configuration file used by Android applications for this purpose is called the App Manifest.

The primary goals of the manifest are to:

- provide the name of the Java package for the application,
- describe the components of the application including activities, services, broadcast receivers, and content providers,
- name the classes that implement each of the components listed above and to define their capabilities for inter- and intra-component communication,
- declare the libraries against which the application must be linked,
- and list the permissions required by the application.

The Android Manifest is defined by an XML schema. We provide extensions to this schema for the specification of real-time configurations of the scheduling requirements of the application and its tasks. Especially, the design of our extensions is driven by the need for real-time sensing applications. For example, Fig. 4 shows the extensions to the manifest used to configure the listener task for one of the sensors utilized by jPapaBench, a real-time benchmark we ported to run on RTDroid. In this case the figure shows two listener configurations for jPapaBench tasks: RTSimulatorIRTaskHandler, which is responsible for processing IR data, and RTSimulatorFlightModelTaskHandler, which is responsible for maintaining the flight model based on sensor and positioning data.

4.1 RTDroid Boot Process

To take full advantage of the static configuration defined by the manifest, RTDroid employs a multi-stage configuration and boot process. Fig. 5 shows the entire system boot process, starting with compile time configuration processing, which is divided into five logical stages. During compile time, the Fiji VM compiler is responsible for parsing the manifest XML file. The compiler emits configuration classes for each of the configured objects in the manifest. It also emits the Configuration Object which provides a unique handle to all configuration classes and objects needed by the boot sequence. Booting is accomplished by four steps. First, the VM performs its own start up process and instantiates the Configuration Object. Once this is complete, the VM hands off control to the RTDroid system. RTDroid is responsible for initializing all system services. Once the system services have been initialized, RTDroid initializes all Android components required by the application running on RTDroid. Information for all components and system services is defined in the manifest. Lastly, an intent (conceptually an asynchronous event) is delivered to the application, which triggers the application execution.

Further details on the Android Manifest including the XML schema can be found here: [http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro.html](http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro.html)
5. EVALUATION

To evaluate our new design of the RT SensorManager, we leveraged a port of jPapaBench to execute on top of RTDroid. We first present the changes necessary to jPapaBench to execute with RTDroid and then present performance results using RTEMS running on a LEON3 development board as well as RTLinux running on a Nexus S smartphone.

5.1 jPapaBench implementation in RTDroid

jPapaBench is designed as a Java real-time benchmark to evaluate Java real-time virtual machines. It mirrors the function of Parapazzi, and changes its the cyclic execution model into separated real-time tasks in Java threads. The jPapaBench code is conceptually divided into three major modules: the autopilot, which controls UAV flight and is capable of automatic flight in the absence of other control; the fly-by-wire (FBW), which handles radio commands from a controlling station and passes information to the autopilot to be integrated into flight control; and the simulator, which collects information from each of the other modules, determines the UAV’s location, trajectory, and generates input from the environment (such as GPS data, servo feedback, etc.). Two of these modules, the autopilot and fly-by-wire (FBW), are housed in different microcontrollers on the conceptual hardware, and the jPapaBench code simulates a serial bus between them—they have no other direct communication path. The simulator is only loosely coupled to the FBW module, but shares a moderate amount of state with the autopilot. A high-level overview of the jPapaBench system is provided in Fig. 6.
As noted by Blanton et al. [6], the simulator module updates the autopilot state with simulated sensor values and this provides a natural point for separating the simulation tasks from the main autopilot tasks. We integrate our RTDroid system into simulator module by delivering simulated data into the lower layers of RTDroid, which in turn provides this data to the autopilot in jPapaBench. At a high-level, the simulation component of jPapaBench feeds simulated sensor data into an intermediate buffer that our polling thread pulls data from. This is used to model the kernel behavior over actual hardware sensors. The simulated sensor data is then processed by the RT SensorManager and delivered the control loops, which require data generated by a given simulated sensor. The control loops were modified slightly to subscribe to the RT SensorManager using traditional Android APIs.

5.2 Experimental Results
To measure and validate the RT SensorManager design of RTDroid, we tested our implementation on two system level configurations: (1) a Nexus S smartphone running RT Linux that represents a soft real-time system deployment, and (2) a LEON3 development board running RTEMS that represents a hard real-time system deployment. The first configuration, Nexus S, is equipped with a 1 GHz Cortex-A8 and 512 MB RAM along with 16GB of internal storage. It has an accelerometer, a gyroscope, a proximity sensor, and a compass. We run Android OS v4.1.2 (Jelly Bean) patched with RT Linux v.3.0.50. For the second configuration, LEON3, is a GR-XC6S-LX75 LEON3 development board running RTEMS version 4.9.6. The board’s Xilinx Spartan 6 Family FPGA was flashed with a modified LEON3 configuration running at 50MHz. The development board has an 8MB flash PROM and 128MB of PC133 SDRAM.

In all our results, we show end-to-end latency as well as the breakdown of the latency. In Fig. 7 through Fig. 10, the green pluses show the overall end-to-end latency from simulated sensor event generation till event delivery in jPapaBench. As stated earlier, we feed the simulated sensor data generated by jPapaBench’s simulator into an intermediate buffer first. This buffer emulates a typical kernel behavior. Then our polling thread pulls simulated sensor data out of it. Thus, the end-to-end latency measures the buffering delay in addition to the latency incurred purely in our architecture. The red circles show the buffering delay, and the blue diamonds show the raw latency of the rest of our architecture below applications, i.e., the processing threads as well as RT Handler. The y-axis is latency given in microseconds and the x-axis is the time of release of the simulator task in jPapaBench. As shown in Fig. 7 through Fig. 10, since the sensors are periodically simulated there is little difference between the Nexus S and the LEON3 and the data is generated at a rate ten times that of the hardware sensors’ capacity on the Nexus S. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the baseline performance of the RT SensorManager on the Nexus S and LEON3, respectively.

In addition, we run our experiments with three different configurations: memory, computation, and listener. The memory workload creates low priority noise making threads, each of which performs a numeric calculation in a tight loop. This workload serves to simulate additional computation tasks in the system, which are disjoint, in terms of dependencies, from the main workload. The listener workload creates low priority threads, each of which subscribes to receive sensor data from the RT SensorManager. This workload simulates low priority tasks, which periodically subscribe and consume sensor data from sensors that are utilized by the high priority real-time tasks in jPapaBench.

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show performance results obtained on Nexus S and LEON3, respectively. The figures illustrate two workload configurations for each system level configuration: 5 noise generating threads and 30 noise generating threads respectively. Interested readers can view additional experimental results and raw data on our website.

The LEON3 core was reconfigured to allow access to a specific \(I^2C\) bus so that the accelerometer could be connected to the board.

![Figure 7: RT SensorManager performance base line on Nexus S](image1)

![Figure 8: RT SensorManager performance base line on LEON3](image2)

\[\text{Fig. 9 shows the results on Nexus S with the same three types of priority noise making threads, each of which performs a numeric calculation in a tight loop. This workload serves to simulate additional computation tasks in the system, which are disjoint, in terms of dependencies, from the main workload. The listener workload creates low priority threads, each of which subscribes to receive sensor data from the RT SensorManager. This workload simulates low priority tasks, which periodically subscribe and consume sensor data from sensors that are utilized by the high priority real-time tasks in jPapaBench.}\]

\[\text{The baselines for both hardware platforms are provided in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The overall latency on Nexus S ranges from 3.2 ms to 3.8 ms, and the overall latency on LEON3 ranges from 7.5 ms to 10.1 ms. The two platforms have significant differences in their computation abilities and overall memory footprint. This contributes to the variations in latency between the platforms. In our experiments, the data polling rate is 25 ms; this means that the worst case buffering delay is 25 ms when a polling occurs just before data generation.}\]

\[\text{Fig. 9 shows the results on Nexus S with the same three types of priority noise making threads, each of which performs a numeric calculation in a tight loop. This workload serves to simulate additional computation tasks in the system, which are disjoint, in terms of dependencies, from the main workload. The listener workload creates low priority threads, each of which subscribes to receive sensor data from the RT SensorManager. This workload simulates low priority tasks, which periodically subscribe and consume sensor data from sensors that are utilized by the high priority real-time tasks in jPapaBench.}\]

\[\text{The baselines for both hardware platforms are provided in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The overall latency on Nexus S ranges from 3.2 ms to 3.8 ms, and the overall latency on LEON3 ranges from 7.5 ms to 10.1 ms. The two platforms have significant differences in their computation abilities and overall memory footprint. This contributes to the variations in latency between the platforms. In our experiments, the data polling rate is 25 ms; this means that the worst case buffering delay is 25 ms when a polling occurs just before data generation.}\]
Figure 9: RT SensorManager stress tests on Nexus-s

Figure 10: RT SensorManager stress tests on LEON3
workload—memory, computation, and listener. The performance remains the same as the baseline shown in Fig. 7. This is not too surprising as the Nexus S has a fast processor and larger main memory, creating a lot of slack time in the system as a whole. Even additional listeners do not pose any additional overheads on the system. Performance degradation only becomes observable with fifty or more noise making threads. Even with a heavy low priority load, the Nexus S is able to execute jPapaBench easily.

On LEON3, the overall latency shown in the baseline experiment in Fig. 7 is divided into two level clusters, one at 7.5 ms and another at 10.1 ms. This separation is caused by the different interval between the time that the sensor simulator task injects data into the intermediate buffer and the time that the polling thread reads data. The following execution are repeatedly scheduled in the same pattern. In Fig. 10, we observe a latency variation of 7.5 ms in Fig. 10a to 30 ms in 10f. Message buffering dominates the overall latency, and it is roughly bounded to 25 ms based on our polling rate. We obtain a few latencies that are 30 ms in Fig. 10f. There is little difference between 30 memory and 30 computational threads. This indicates that predominating overhead lies within the system scheduler. There is enough slack in the system for the GC to keep up with memory allocations performed in the memory noise generating threads. In general, additional listeners pose the most stress on the system as they create contention for the data within the system. This overhead is entirely attributed to additionally buffering cost as the data is replicated for each priority level and the delivered to corresponding handlers. The overhead is proportional to the number of low priority listeners and is the combination of the largest interval in polling including the preemption cost.

6. RELATED WORK
There is much interest in exploring the use of Android in real-time contexts. For example, US and UK each have launched satellites with Android smartphones in order to explore the possibility of using Android as a satellite platform [19, 23]. Also, there are active discussions in the healthcare industry as to how to adapt Android for their medical devices [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In all these use cases, real-time sensing is a central functionality necessary.

In academia, making Android real-time compatible has gained recent interest. To the best of our knowledge, Maia et al. are the first ones to discuss potential high-level architectures [15]. They discuss four potential architectures based on the existing Android architecture. These four architectures target various use cases, ranging from running real-time applications and Android applications on top of a real-time OS to running a real-time Java VM along with Dalvik. Although there are differences in these architectures, they all start from the observation that replacing Android’s Linux kernel with a real-time counterpart, such as a real-time OS or a real-time hypervisor, is necessary. Our own RTDroid starts from the same observation.

Oh et al. [16] characterized the suitability of Dalvik in a real-time setting. Their observation is similar to our findings; although Android performs well in general, it depends heavily on how other parts of the system at times. We believe that our approach addresses this issue.

Kalkov et al. [14] and Gerlitz et al. [9] are the first ones to add real-time guarantees in Dalvik. They discuss how to modify Dalvik to enable real-time garbage collection and also discuss how to apply an RTLinux patch to an older version of Android’s Linux. Especially, their observation is that Dalvik’s garbage collection is the one of “stop-all” since all other threads are blocked when it starts garbage collecting. The suggested solution is to add new APIs that enable explicit garbage collection requested by applications. This approach is complementary to ours since our automated garbage collection can supplement application-triggered garbage collection.

The sensing literature in mobile systems has been focusing on innovative applications using sensors. Examples include sleep quality monitoring [10], activity detection and monitoring [12, 18, 24], transportation detection [11], environment tracking [7, 25], logging everyday activities [8, 12], unobtrusive sound recording [22], etc. Although these applications do not necessarily need real-time guarantees, they can all benefit from tight timing guarantees that RT-Droid provides for accuracy reasons, since many techniques require periodic and timely processing of sensor data.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have provided a detailed description of the RT-Droid sensor architecture. We have discussed the original Android sensor architecture and the limitations of it in a real-time setting. We have also described how we re-design it in RTDroid to provide real-time guarantees while preserving the Android APIs. In addition, we have provided the description of our new real-time extensions to Android manifest. These real-time extensions enable real-time sensing application writers to express static configuration requirements, such as periodicity, priority, and scheduling algorithm to be used. We have tested the performance of our system on jPapaBench on an Nexus S smartphone and a LEON3 embedded board. Our results show that regardless of the platform and the workload, our sensing architecture provides consistent, predictable performance.
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